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Abstract: As a newly proposed high resolution computational imaging technique, Microwave Staring
Correlated Imaging (MSCI) requires elaborate design of the temporal-spatial stochastic radiation fields
(TSSRF). Conventional implementation of MSCI radiation source consists of multiple transmitters
configuration and simultaneous emitting scheme, which remains underutilization of the available
design resources. In this paper, a time-division MSCI (TD-MSCI) method is proposed to virtually
generate the TSSRF and make further use of the available design resources. Different from convention
simultaneously transmitting based MSCI, the detection scheme in TD-MSCI is achieved by alternately
transmitting of each transmitter, rather than simultaneous transmission of multiple transmitters.
Echo enhancement is conducted to improve the SNR level of the echo waveform and to resolve
the power coastdown caused by single transmitting scheme. Unused combinations of existing
resources are digitally synthesized in computer rather than taking extra observations in actual
physical environment. After the processing of time division observation, echo enhancement and
digital waveform synthesis, extending TSSRF with better stochastic characteristics are generated,
and improved imaging performance is obtained. Numerical imaging experiments and preliminary
real-world imaging experiment verify the effectiveness of the proposed TD-MSCI, demonstrating
that the proposed method increases the flexibility in radiation source design and decreases the
detection costs.

Keywords: microwave staring correlated imaging; time division observation; echo enhancement;
digital waveform synthesis

1. Introduction

Inspired by optical Ghost Imaging (GI) [1,2], Microwave Staring Correlated Imaging (MSCI) is
a newly proposed high resolution microwave computational imaging technique, where the radar
system is usually carried on a stationary or quasi-stationary platform [3,4]. The essential principle of
MSCI is to construct the temporal-spatial stochastic radiation fields (TSSRF), which possess stochastic
characteristics both in spatial distribution and time domain. By the correlation process between
scattering echo and the pre-designed radiation fields, targets within antenna beam can be reconstructed
with higher resolution than the Real Aperture Radar (RAR). Previous research has indicated that,
MSCI achieves superior imaging performance in staring observation applications and thus has attracted
increasing attention in many aspects [5–8].

The imaging resolution of MSCI is mainly determined by the stochastic characteristics of TSSRF,
or the property of the imaging matrix. By illuminating the imaging region with temporal-spatial
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stochastic radiation fields, neighboring scattering centers within the beam are marked by the diverse
radiation field. Scattering echoes from targets at different positions in the imaging region possess
diverse temporal characteristics, providing the possibility of targets decoupling. To implement
the pre-designed TSSRF in the region of interest, a multi-transmitters architecture where multiple
transmitters simultaneously emit randomly modulated waveforms is commonly adopted in MSCI,
which requires elaborate designs of the Random Radiation Source (RRS). The literature demonstrated
progress on the following two main aspects in RRS design—the stochastic multi-channel waveform
design and the transmitting array design.

In waveform design, considering practical engineering limitations in actual radar systems such
as bandwidth limitation and maximum output power limitation, randomly modulated waveforms,
rather than ideal white noise signals, are adopted in MSCI, such as random amplitude modulated
signals, random phase modulated signals, random frequency hopping signals, and so forth [9–12].
Among the above mentioned randomly modulated waveforms, random Frequency Hopping (FH)
signal is most commonly employed because of its constant-envelope feature and frequency agility,
which makes FH signal practical and manageable in MSCI systems. An optimization algorithm was
adopted to acquire a well-behaved frequency code design of the FH signals based on minimizing
the condition number of the imaging matrix [13]. In addition to waveform design, optimizing the
design of the transmitting array also contributes to improving stochastic characteristic of TSSRF.
Temporal–Spatial Distribution Entropy (TSDE) was proposed in Reference [14] as the optimization
target of the array configuration design. A novel bi-static MSCI architecture was presented in
Reference [15] to observe the targets from larger aspect angles and to form TSSRF with better stochastic
features. Owing to the abundant designs of MSCI radiation source, well behaved TSSRF are generated
in the imaging region and targets are reconstructed with high resolution.

However, though opitimization methods on stochastic waveform design and transmitting array
design can be used to improve the property of the TSSRF and the imaging matrix, some defects are also
introduced into MSCI by the simultaneous emitting scheme at the same time. The TSSRF are physically
generated in the imaging region based on simultaneous transmitting of multiple transmitters, and should
be accurately estimated and computed in the correlated processing according to pre-designed parameters
of the system. On one hand, simultaneous transmitting scheme requires high time precision during the
observation procedure in MSCI, especially the multichannel synchronization. The diverse parameters
applied to different transmitters represent individual control of each transmitter, which strikingly
increases the system cost and system complexity. On the other hand, once the design of radiation
source is optimized, for example, the array configurations and waveform parameters such as hopping
frequency sequences in random FH based MSCI are optimized, the TSSRF are hence determined.
The physically superposed radiation fields cannot be directly split into individual electromagnetic
fields radiated from each single transmitter. Thus the property of the imaging matrix and the imaging
performance is pre-determined by the pre-designed radiation sources, and new patterns of TSSRF
require extra observation cost, even when rearranging the utilized design parameters. Thus the fixed
source design leaves out quite a number of unutilized resources, representing that the available design
resources are underutilized.

In this paper, we propose a Time-Division MSCI (TD-MSCI) method to “virtually”, rather than
physically generate the TSSRF, and make further use of the available resources in radiation source design.
Different from conventional MSCI where all transmitters simultaneously radiate electromagnetic
waves, the proposed TD-MSCI utilizes an alternate time-division observation scheme of each single
transmitter to detect the imaging targets. Considering that the time division scheme of alternate
single transmission obviously leads to power coastdown compared with simultaneous emitting
scheme of multiple transmitters, which worsens the Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR) and shortens the
radar detecting range, echo enhancement is proposed to improve the SNR of the scattering echo and
approximately approach the actual SNR levels in multiple transmitters based MSCI. After flexibly
rearranging and recombining the radiation fields, the feasible TSSRF are virtually generated and
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extended. The scattering echoes should also be reorganized according to the extending strategy of the
TSSRF. The rearrangement of radiation fields and the corresponding echoes form the digital waveform
synthesis procedure. Finally, correlated processing of the extending TSSRF with corresponding echoes
is conducted to obtain well-behaved imaging performance with simplified system architecture.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The formulation of MSCI is demonstrated in
Section 2, and the imaging performance based on matrix perturbation theory is illustrated as well.
In Section 3, the procedures of TD-MSCI are proposed. In Section 4, numerical imaging experiments are
with random FH waveforms, and microwave anechoic chamber imaging experiment are conducted to
verify the effectiveness of the proposed TD-MSCI method. Finally, the paper is concluded in Section 5.

2. Formulation and Imaging Performance of MSCI

A typical geometry of MSCI including N transmitters and a single receiver is illustrated in
Figure 1. The transmitting antennas are within a planar array located at a stationary platform. P is
an arbitrary point in the 2-D imaging region S. ~r0,~r ′n, and~r are the position vectors of the receiver,
the n-th transmitting antenna, and the arbitrary point P, respectively. The RRS generates M pulses by
simultaneous transmission of all the N transmitters, and temporal transient scattering echo is acquired
by the single receiver. As a computational imaging technique, the imaging process of MSCI is to solve
the backscattering coefficient from the imaging equation, which is formed by selecting out M TSSRF
from the M pulses, meaning an independent observation is made by each pulse. The radiation fields in
the imaging region are computed from predesigned parameters of RRS. By the correlated processing
of calculated radiation fields and corresponding echo signals, the target within the imaging region is
reconstructed via solving the imaging equation.
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Figure 1. A typical geometry and basic process of Microwave Staring Correlated Imaging (MSCI).

Pulse signals are commonly adopted as the excitations of the RRS. The excitation signal of the
m-th pulse to the n-th transmitting antenna has the following form as

sm,n(t) = rect(
t−mTp

T
)Am,nej(ωm,n(t−mTp)+ϕm,n), m = 1, 2, . . . , M, n = 1, 2, . . . , N, (1)

where rect(t) is the rectangular window function, M is the number of pulses, Tp is the pulse repetion
interval, and T is the pulse width. Am,n, ωm,n, ϕm,n are the amplitude, frequency and phase of the
excitation signal to the n-th transmitting antenna in the m-th pulse, respectively, as shown in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Excitation Waveforms of the n-th transmitter.

The stochastic waveform design is to use random or optimized sequences as the above mentioned
signal parameters, including amplitudes, frequencies, phases, and so forth. Based on the Huygens’
principle, the radiation field on the imaging region S in simultaneously emitting situation can be
derived from wave equation as

Erad(~r, t)=
N

∑
n=1

Fn(~r ′n,~r, ω) · sn(t− |~r−~r
′
n |

c )

4π|~r−~r ′n|
, (2)

where Fn(~r ′n,~r, ω) denotes the radiation pattern of the n-th antenna under frequency ω, and c is the
speed of light. Herein, an assumption is made that the radiation patterns of the transmitting antennas
are frequency independent in the available frequency bandwidth, that is, Fn(~r ′n,~r, ω)

.
= Fn(~r ′n,~r),

and the mutual coupling between neighbouring antennas is ignored.
Let σ(~r ) denote the backscattering coefficient of the target in S. The received echo from receiving

antenna located at~r0 can be expressed as

Esca(~r0, t)=
∫∫

S
Eef f (~r,~r0, t) · σ(~r )d~r 2, (3)

where

Eef f (~r,~r0, t)=
1

4π|~r−~r0|
Erad(~r, t− |~r−~r0|

c
)=

N

∑
n=1

Fn(~r ′n,~r) · sm,n(t− |~r−~r
′
n |+|~r−~r0|

c )

16π2|~r−~r ′n||~r−~r0|
=

N

∑
n=1

Eef f
n (~r,~r0, t). (4)

Equation (3) is the imaging equation of integral form. The imaging process of MSCI is to solve the
backscattering coefficient σ(~r ) from the imaging equation. For numerical computation, discretize (3)
by gridding the 2− D imaging region S into L =Lx×Ly grids and by taking detection samples in
the predesigned M pulses in time domain. Considering the effect of additive noise, the matrix-form
imaging equation is derived as

~y = E ·~σ +~n, (5)

where
~y =

[
Esca(~r0, t1) . . . Esca(~r0, tM)

]T

E =


Eef f (~r1, t1;~r0) . . . Eef f (~rL, t1;~r0)

Eef f (~r1, t2;~r0) . . . Eef f (~rL, t2;~r0)
...

. . .
...

Eef f (~r1, tM;~r0) . . . Eef f (~rL, tM;~r0)


~σ =

[
σ(~r1) σ(~r2) . . . σ(~rL)

]T

~n =
[

n(t1) n(t2) . . . n(tM)
]T

(6)
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The M×L matrix E is called the imaging matrix or sensing matrix. Based on the objective
of minimizing imaging error, the scattering coefficient ~σ can be reconstructed by solving inverse
problem (5) with Least Square (LS) method, described as

~̃σ = arg min
~σ

{
‖~y− E ·~σ‖2

2

}
. (7)

In noise free situation, a full-column rank imaging matrix E contributes to accurate reconstruction
of~σ, that is, rank(E)=L, which requires M≥L potentially. The square matrix EHE is thus invertible
and the target can be accurately reconstructed under noise free condition. The accurate reconstruction
of the imaging target means the resolution of MSCI achieves the grid size in the imaging region S.

Then under noise condition, the imaging performance, measured by relative imaging error (RIE),
satisfies the following inequality according to norm compatibility as

RIE =
‖∆~σ‖
‖~σ‖ =

∥∥∥~̃σ−~σ∥∥∥
‖~σ‖ ≤


cond(EHE) · ‖~n‖‖~y−~n‖ , M>L

cond(E) · ‖~n‖‖~y−~n‖ , M=L,
(8)

where cond(E) is the condition number of E, ‖~σ‖ is l2-norm of vector ~σ, and ‖~y−~n‖2/‖~n‖2

approximately equals to SNR.

3. Time-Division Scheme of MSCI

In conventional multi-transmitters based MSCI where simultaneously emitted randomly
modulated waveforms are adopted, parameters of radiation source refer to the amplitudes, frequencies,
phases and antenna locations involved in the imaging matrix E. After optimization designs of the above
parameters, a family of pre-designed stochastic radiation fields is thus determined and generated.
The actual radiation field in the imaging region is the linear superposition of individual radiation
fields from each single transmitting antenna according to electromagnetic field theory.

However, there remains an underutilization of the available design scope. For example, as shown
in the left part of Figure 3, a random FH based MSCI with N transmitters is considered. The available
bandwidth is B = [ fL, fH ]. The multiple transmitters utilize different frequencies within each pulse
duration time. The optimized frequency hopping sequences of M pulses are illustrated as the frequency
hopping code matrix. If the available frequencies of each transmitter is K, then the total amount of
radiation fields is KN . For example, for a MSCI system consisting of 10 transmitters with 1000 available
frequencies, the amount of radiation fields is 1030. But only M optimized frequency arrangements
are selected and utilized. Considering observation time limitations in practical radar systems,
M is far less than the exponential term KN , thus a huge number of available frequencies remains
unused. Meanwhile, considering the radiation fields are computed based on precise estimations of the
transmitting parameters, in simultaneously emitting based MSCI, the multiple transmitters requires
high performance of multichannel consistency and multichannel synchronization, and the unused
frequency hopping codes require extra observations to be physically accomplished, which increases
the system complexity and detecting cost.

Notice that the imaging matrix E can be regarded as the superposition of individual sensing
matrices generated by corresponding single transmitters, namely E = ∑N

n=1 En according to (4)
and (6), where

En =


Eef f

n (~r1, t1;~r0) . . . Eef f
n (~rL, t1;~r0)

Eef f
n (~r1, t2;~r0) . . . Eef f

n (~rL, t2;~r0)
...

. . .
...

Eef f
n (~r1, tM;~r0) . . . Eef f

n (~rL, tM;~r0)

 . (9)
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Figure 3. Comparison of random frequency hopping MSCI and time division MSCI.

According to matrix theory, the rank of the imaging matrix E satisfies

rank(E)= rank(
N

∑
n=1

En)≤ rank(


E1

E2
...

EN

) ∆
= rank(Ẽ), (10)

where Ẽ denotes partitioned matrix consisting of E1, E2 , . . . , EN .
Therefore, when the imaging matrix E is full column rank, namely rank(E) = L ≤ M, the division

and recombination of the imaging matrix forms a new full column rank matrix Ẽ, which satisfies
rank(Ẽ) = L. The physical meaning of the partitioned matrix Ẽ is that the targets are illuminated by
individual single transmitters alternately with the same design parameters in simultaneously emitting
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scheme, which can be regarded as a time-division observation, as demonstrated in the right part
of Figure 3. The full rank property of the modified imaging matrix Ẽ means that the time-division
observation maintains the same resolution as simultaneously emitting MSCI.

However, the only time-division scheme will defect the imaging performance in noise condition
according to (8). On one hand, the output power of each transmitter in real radar system is limited to a
maximum value. The time-division observation requires alternately transmitting, which significantly
reduces the total output power compared with multi-transmitters. The SNR is hence getting worse with
the same receiver and noise level. On the other hand, the radiation fields generated from individual
transmitter are spatially similar, thus the stochastic characteristic of TSSRF is worsened at the same
time, leading to increasing condition number of the imaging matrix and underperforming imaging
result. In consequence, echo enhancement and waveform synthesis are necessary steps when applying
time-division MSCI and make further use of obtained observations. Therefore, the procedures of the
proposed TD-MSCI are illustrated and compared with conventional MSCI method in Figure 4.
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Figure 4. Procedures of the proposed Time-Division MSCI (TD-MSCI), compared with conventional
simultaneously transmitting based MSCI.
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3.1. Time Division Observation

A practical time division observation scheme is to directly and physically separate the optimized
designs of multiple transmitters, and transmit electromagnetic waves alternately and separately
with the predefined parameters of each transmitting channel. The time division scheme can also be
implemented via single transmitting channel with changing positions, which significantly decreases
the system complexity and control logic, and reduces the demand for multichannel synchronization
and the sources of time errors in TD-MSCI.

The superposition principle in electromagnetic field theory guarantees the feasibility of generating
KN radiation fields with k× N observations. Besides the utilized designs, there exists huge numbers of
available but unused design resources, such as unused frequencies and waveforms. The unused design
resources can enlarge the number K of basic observations under alternately transmitting scheme.

3.2. Echo Enhancement

The SNR is obviously worsened in single transmitting case compared with multiple transmitting
scheme. To remedy the defect caused by power coastdown, some preprocessing methods should be
applied to enhance the SNR of the scattering echo. Considering that the echo of each transmitter is
time-harmonic, linear phase digital filters with corresponding narrow-band can be utilized.

Another effective way is coherent integration. By reproducing the given design of each transmitter
in Q times, the SNR is enhanced to the Q times of its original value after coherent integration [16].

3.3. Digital Waveform Synthesis

With the abundant basic observations from individual transmitters, digital waveform synthesis
should be considered to enhance the stochastic characteristic of TSSRF and decrease the condition
number of the digitally synthesized imaging matrix. The digital waveform synthesis procedure includes
the rearrangement of the transmitting waveforms, together with the corresponding operations to the
relative scattering echoes, as shown in Figure 4. Besides the predesigned and utilized optimization
parameters in simultaneous transmitting scheme, some digital waveform synthesis strategies include:

(1) Different combinations of the utilized design resources in simultaneous transmitting scheme.
For example, as shown in random FH MSCI in Figure 3, the total optimized frequency sequences
of all the M pulses include { fm,n} (m = 1, 2, . . . , M, n = 1, 2, . . . , N). Then the frequency
combination of the M + 1 pulse can be { fm1,1, fm2,1, . . . , fmN ,N}, where mn(n = 1, 2, . . . , N) are
arbitrary positive integers from [1, M] and are not exactly equal to the same value m. Hence an
rearranged combination of existing frequencies is generated.

(2) Rearrangement based on aforementioned utilized design resources together with uninvolved
parameters, such as unused frequencies or new waveforms of each transmitting channel.

(3) New kind of random modulation waveforms, for example apply random initial phases and
random amplitude adjustments to random frequency hopping waveforms.

(4) Re-optimized imaging matrix based on objective functions such as minimizing condition number
with maintained full rank property.

Based on the diversified synthesis methods, the available design resources can be better utilized,
with more abundant digitally synthesized TSSRF and better stochastic characteristics within a
simplified system architecture.

3.4. Target Reconstruction

Calculate the radiation fields and solve the imaging Equation (5) to reconstruct the target within
the imaging region from (7) or other imaging algorithms, such as Matched Filtering method (MF) [11],
Tikhonov Regularization method [17,18], and Total Variation regularization method (TV) [19,20],
and so forth.
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4. Results and Discussion

To verify the effectiveness of the proposed TD-MSCI method, numerical imaging experiments
with random frequency hopping waveforms and microwave anechoic chamber imaging experiment
are conducted.

4.1. Comparison Experiment with the Same Frequency Hopping Sequences

To verify the effectiveness of TD-MSCI that comparable imaging performance to conventional
simultaneous emitting based MSCI method is achievable with the proposed method, a comparison
experiment with the same frequency hopping sequences is conducted. The geometry parameters are
listed in Table 1. Optimized frequency hopping sequences are selected out to implement MSCI and
TD-MSCI, where the available frequencies of each transmitter are stepped frequencies in the frequency
band with step size 1 MHz, that is, 1000 available frequencies are utilized to generate the optimized
frequency hopping sequences. A sparse target and a complex target are simulated respectively,
as shown in Figure 5a,d. The planar imaging region is perpendicular to the range dimension, that is,
the front view observation is applied and the dimensions in the planar region are azimuth dimension.
The imaging region is gridded into 51×51= 2601 grids, with the size of each grid is 0.2 m × 0.2 m.
As comparison, the azimuth resolution of Real Aperture Radar satisfies

ρazimuth = R · λ

D
= 100 m · 0.03 m

1 m
= 3 m (11)

where R = 100 m is the vertical distance between radar and the target, λ = 0.03 m is the wavelength,
and D = 1 m is the array size. The original radiation fields samples are M=3500. The output power
of each transmitter remains unchanged, and fixed noise level, rather than fixed SNR, is added in the
simulation in consideration of the same receiver property.

Table 1. Geometry Parameters.

Geometry Parameters Values

Transmitting array size 1 m × 1 m
Center position of transmitting array (0 m, 0 m, 0 m)

Position of receiver (1 m, 0 m, 0 m)
Number of transmitters 16

Array configuration Uniform
Vertical imaging distance 100 m

Frequency band 9.5–10.5 GHz
Imaging region size 10 m × 10 m

The scattering echoes of target 1 in conventional MSCI and TD-MSCI with the same frequency
design are illustrated in Figure 6. Figure 6a,b show original echo waveform of a single transmitter and
multiple transmitters under noise free condition. As shown in Figure 6c,d, the echo from conventional
MSCI contains multiple frequencies, resulting in transient property in time domain, while the echo
of a single transmitter in TD-MSCI should be time-harmonic, but corrupted with noise. Meanwhile,
The signal levels of the two echoes differ evidently. The synthesized echoes according to the predefined
radiation source are list in Figure 6e,f. As can be seen, the direct waveform synthesis without echo
enhancement leads to worsened SNR than the echo of conventional MSCI in Figure 6c, while synthesis
with coherent integration achieves comparable SNR condition.

The imaging results of conventional MSCI and TD-MSCI under the same noise level are illustrated
in Figure 5, and the RIEs of the recovery results are listed in Table 2. Figure 5b,f are the recovery results
of conventional MSCI. Figure 5c,g are results of TD-MSCI without echo enhancement. Figure 5d,h
are results of TD-MSCI with coherent integration times of 16. As compared in Figure 5b,d,f,h, the RIE
of conventional MSCI and TD-MSCI with the coherent integration time equaling the number of
transmitters are close, demonstrating that MSCI based on time-division scheme and digital waveform
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synthesis achieves comparable imaging performance, which can be further demonstrated by 100 times
Monte-Carlo numerical experiments shown in Figure 7. The RIEs of MSCI and TD-MSCI are
approximately close, as illustrated in black line and yellow line in the figure.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 5. Imaging results of conventional MSCI and TD-MSCI. (a,e) is the imaging target. (b,f) is the
result of conventional MSCI. (c,g) is the result of TD-MSCI without coherent integration. (d,h) is the
result of TD-MSCI with echo enhancement.

(a) (b) (c)

(d) (e) (f)

Figure 6. Echo signals in conventional MSCI and TD-MSCI. (a) is the echo of single transmitter under
noise free condition. (b) is the echo signal of multiple transmitters under noise free condition. (c) is
the echo signal in conventional MSCI under fixed noise level. (d) is the echo signal of time-division
single transmitter with the frequency involed in (a) under the same noise level. (e) is the directly
synthesized echo without echo enhancement. (f) is the synthesized scattering echo with 16 times
coherent integration.
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Table 2. Relative imaging error (RIE) of reconstruction results.

MSCI TD-MSCI (No Echo Enhancement) TD-MSCI (Echo Enhancement)

Target 1 7.58 dB 16.07 dB 7.83 dB
Target 2 5.50 dB 8.98 dB 5.43 dB

(a) (b)

Figure 7. RIE comparison of conventional MSCI and TD-MSCI in 100 times Monte-Carlo experiment.
(a) is the result of target 1. (b) is result of target 2. Q is the coherent integration times.

4.2. Imaging of TD-MSCI with Further Optimized Parameters

To make further utilization of the available resources, the digital waveform synthesis method
is select as method (1) in Section 3.3. Herein, the utilized hopping frequencies are rearranged and
recombined by digital waveform synthesis, which requires increasing detection costs in simultaneously
emitting MSCI, but is available in TD-MSCI by digitally rearranging the hopping frequencies and the
corresponding obtained echoes.

The rearranged combinations of existing frequency hopping sequences are randomly generated
and the digitally synthesized shown in Figure 3. The imaging results of the extending TSSRF are partly
illustrated in Figure 8. In Figure 9, the condition number of the modified imaging matrix and actual
RIE of the reconstruction result both decrease as the number of additional digital waveform synthesis
increases. As can be seen, with the increasing number of digital synthesized waveforms, the imaging
performance of TD-MSCI with extending TSSRF is getting better than the result of conventional MSCI.
The existing design resources have not been fully utilized and exploited, that is, a huge amount in
exponential term of available radiation fields remains unused in conventional MSCI, as is analyzed in
Section 3. Thus better reconstruction results can be obtained based on the rearrangement of original
parameters. Although the additional amount of TSSRF is relative huge, the waveform synthesis
is conducted in computer rather than in actual physical environment, which means no additional
detecting cost is required.

It should also be noted that, the proposed TD-MSCI method does not theoretically improve
the imaging resolution, which is mainly determined by the given design resources such as available
frequencies from the frequency band, antenna positions within the array size, and so forth. The advantage
of the TD-MSCI method is that the proposed method can digitally synthesize the pre-designed TSSRF and
virtually generate the undesigned radiation fields based on the given pre-designed parameters, and can
make further use of the given resource with digital waveform synthesis in computer rather than in physical
experiments. As can be seen in Figure 9, the condition number of the imaging matrix and RIE of the
recovery results gradually converge to a limit. The phenomenon represents that, to get better imaging
performance, basic detections in the time-division observation procedure should be better designed,
for example, the available frequencies of each transmitter and array geometric configurations.
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(a) (b) (c) (d)

(e) (f) (g) (h)

Figure 8. Imaging results of TD-MSCI with unused frequency combinations. (a–d) are recovery results
of target 1 with the amount of added TSSRF equal 1000, 5000, 10,000, 50,000. (e–h) are recovery results
of target 2 with the amount of added TSSRF equal 1000, 5000, 10,000, 50,000.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 9. Variation curve of condition number and RIE in TD-MSCI with unused TSSRF. (a,c) are the
variation curves of condition number with target 1 and 2. (b,d) are the variation curves of RIE with
target 1 and 2.
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4.3. Imaging Experiment of TD-MSCI in Microwave Anechoic Chamber

To further verify the effectiveness of the proposed TD-MSCI method, microwave anechoic chamber
imaging experiment is conducted. The imaging scenario is illustrated in Figure 10. Three trihedral
reflectors are placed as the imaging target. The radar system works at X-band with the frequency
band is 9.5–10.5 GHz and consists of a single transmitter and a single receiver. To implement the
time-division scheme, high precision guide rail is utilized to carry the transmitting antenna. As the
guide rail platform moves and stops at different positions, a virtual 1-D linear aperture is thus
generated. It should be pointed out that the transmitter works only when the guide rail platform
stops at a fixed position, that is, when the transmitting antenna is moving, the system does not radiate
electromagnetic waves. The function of the guide rail is just to simulate the alternate transmission of
the 1-D linear array, and no Doppler effects are involved here. Therefore, the imaging system can be
regarded as stationary. The step interval of the transmitting antenna is 5 cm, and the transmitter stops
at 7 different positions, that is, the number of effective transmitters is 7 and the virtual aperture size
is 30 cm.

A Low Noise Amplifier (LNA) is used after the receiving antenna. The Network Analyzer
Keysight N5245B PNA-X is utilized as the RF modules of the transmitter and the receiver. The sweeping
frequency step of the Network Analyzer is 1 MHz, thus 1000 detecting observations are acquired at
each transmitting position, and the total amount of basic observations is 7000. The 2D range-azimuth
imaging plane is discretized to 100× 100 grid-cells, with the size of each grid equals 1 cm × 1 cm.

Rx Tx Tx

2.2m

0.3m 0.2m

0.3m

Keysight

PNA-X N5245B

LNA

Port 1 Port 2

coaxial cable 

1 2 3

(a) (b)

Figure 10. Scenario of imaging experiment in microwave anechoic chamber. (a) is the real-world
scenario. (b) is the geometrical scenario diagram.

After the procedure of digital waveform synthesis, the imaging result of the microwave anechoic
chamber imaging experiment under time-division based MSCI is shown in Figure 11, where the red
circles are the true locations of the reflectors recorded by an Electronic Total Station. Figure 11a shows
the camera image of the targets. Figure 11b–d are the reconstructed images by MF method, Tikhonov
Regularization and TV Regularization, respectively.
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(c)(b)(a) (d)

3 2 1

Figure 11. Imaging results of the real-world experiemnt of TD-MSCI. (a) is the photo of the three reflectors.
(b–d) are recovery results from MF, Tikhonov regularization, TV regularization method, respectively.

The range resolution and azimuth resolution of Real Aperture Radar can be calculated as

ρrange =
c

2B
= 0.15 m, ρazimuth = R · λ

D
= 0.22 m (12)

where c = 3× 108 m/s is the light speed, B = 1 GHz is the frequency band, R = 2.2 m is the vertical
distance between radar and the target, λ = 0.03 m is the wavelength, and D = 0.3 m is the virtual
aperture size.

As can be seen in Figure 11, all the three reflectors can be recognized and the recovered targets
are located near their real positions. Meanwhile, as shown in Figure 11b,c, the spread of the targets
of MF method and Tikhonov Regularization method in the range dimension approximately equals
the range resolution. The minimum azimuth distance of the three targets are 0.2 m, a bit less than
the azimuth range in (12), and the maximum azimuth distance of the three targets are 0.3 m, a bit
larger than the azimuth range. The targets 1 and 2 can both be directly distinguished with three
imaging algorithms, while targets 2 and 3 are not that clearly seperated with MF method and Tikhonov
Regularization method. As mentioned in Reference [11], the range resolution and azimuth resolution
of MF method and Tikhonov Regularization method are both limited. But with the TV regularization
method, the targets are clearly distinguished because the gradient of the imaging targets is sparse,
meeting the premise of TV regularization. Therefore, the targets are well reconstructed and superior
imaging result is reconstructed by the proposed TD-MSCI with TV regularization method.

Demonstrated by the above numerical imaging experiments and microwave anechoic chamber
imaging experiment, the proposed TD-MSCI method possesses the potential of achieving better
performing reconstruction, especially when further use of the design resources and diverse waveform
synthesis are taken into consideration. Meanwhile, the time division observation can be implemented
either by alternately transmitting of multiple transmitters or via single transmitter with changing
positions, and the digital waveform synthesis is conducted in computer rather than in actual physical
environment, namely the stochastic radiation fields are virtually generated, which significantly
increases flexibility in radiation source design and decreases the detection costs compared with
simultaneously transmitting based MSCI.

5. Conclusions

In this paper, a time-division based Microwave Staring Correlated Imaging (TD-MSCI) is proposed
to virtually generate temporal spatial stochastic radiation fields with reduced system costs and to
further utilize the available design resources of the radiation source. By alternately emitting scheme
of multiple transmitters, namely time division observation, the basic scattering echoes are acquired
and physically separated according to individual transmitters. Digital waveform synthesis, consisting
of radiation fields synthesis and corresponding scattering echo synthesis, makes further use of the
obtained detection data by rearranging the combinations of utilized parameters such as optimized
frequency hopping sequences of each transmitter. Larger amount of TSSRF is obtained and better
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imaging matrix is achieved without extra physical observations. To make approximate approach
to the real SNR situation under multi-transmission, coherent integration is adopted as the echo
enhancement strategy to resolve the power coastdown and to enhance the SNR condition of the
synthesized echoes. Numerical imaging experiments demonstrate the effectiveness of TD-MSCI that
the proposed method achieves comparable performance with simultaneously emitting MSCI under the
same source parameters, and obtains better reconstruction result with further utilization of the utilized
design resources. Real-world imaging experiment is conducted with simplified system structure and
achieves well-behaved imaging results. Considering that digital waveform synthesis is conducted in
computer rather than in actual physical environment, the proposed TD-MSCI significantly increases
the design flexibility of the radiation source and decreases the detection costs and system complexity.
In future work, considering that the essential of the proposed TD-MSCI is to elaborately design
the basic detection in time-division observation procedure, hence further designs of time-division
observations and waveform synthesis methods will be investigated to achieve better imaging results.
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Abbreviations

The following abbreviations are used in this manuscript:

MSCI Microwave Staring Correlated Imaging
RRS Random Radiation Source
FH Frequency-Hopping
TSSRF Temporal-Spatial Stochastic Radiation Field
TD-MSCI Time-Division based Microwave Staring Correlated Imaging
RIE Relative Imaging Error
MF Matched Filtering
TV Total Variation
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